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The hand of master designer Pininfarina is by definition a guarantee of subtle beauty and exciting details. Add to
that Mitsubishi’s advanced technology and the result is a car beyond compare. The Mitsubishi Pajero Pinin. 
It goes without saying that the accessories for such a car have been given extra attention. Both the design 
and quality of the accessories for this car are completely in line with the design philosophy. You are the extra
ingredient to all this, as your Mitsubishi Pajero Pinin becomes part of your individual lifestyle.
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EXTERIOR STYLING

Pajero Pinin shown with
fog lamps, fog lamp grille,
front bumper overrider,
round driving lamps,
chromed mirror covers 
and side inserts, spoiler, 
mudguards and alloy
wheels.

A NEW DIMENSION TO DRIVING…

What makes the Pinin such an extraordinary driving experience is the way it combines comfort and luxury with
power and manoeuvrability. As the robust eagerness of its bold front suggests, there’s little it will not do for you. 
The Pinin is perfect for darting and weaving through congested city streets but will as easily settle into a long,
challenging drive. And its compact high-vantage design is always sure to catch the eye. So don’t be surprised if
the world looks at you a little differently once you step inside.
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Front guard “Low”, resin
MZ312173

Front bumper overrider
MZ312188 

Sporty grille
MZ312175

Driving lamp set,
oval

MZ312165

Rear spoiler, 
sporty 

5-door MZ574185EX

Rear spoiler,
sporty 
3-door MZ312172

Rear spoiler,
elegant 

3-door MZ312200

Driving lamp set,
round
MZ312166

Driving lamp installation wiring kit for easy and 
safe connection to high beam light
MZ312167

DESIGNED TO TAKE YOU ANYWHERE…

Versatility is only one of the Pajero Pinin’s many attractive features. Behind the crisp lines of its robust body lies
a spacious, high-visibility interior - for the ideal family atmosphere. Optimal rear-seat adjustability allows the
boot space to stretch to a gigantic capacity when you need it. And even with five adults on board there normally is
space aplenty. For the exterior of your Pajero Pinin there are spoilers and various chrome accessories available.
Down to the very last detail, the Pajero Pinin is designed to never cramp your style.
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Alloy wheel - 6J x 16”
5 split spoke
MZ312218

Alloy wheel - 6J x 16”
5 spoke
MZ312160

Alloy wheel - 6J x 16”
Pininfarina design

MZ312196

Alloy wheels can be 
protected against theft

with lockable wheel nuts
(MZ312695).

Wheel cover set 16”
5 spoke

MZ312204

Rear lamp grille,
"paintable"
MZ312177

Side steps, stainless steel
3-door MZ312741
5-door MZ312742

Side inserts, chromed
5-door MZ312575

Mirror covers, chromed
MZ312246

Side bars, stainless steel
3-door MZ312193
5-door MZ312194

Rear lamp grille,
chromed

MZ312178

Rear grip cover,
chromed

MZ312729

Rear bumper plate,
stainless steel

MZ312190

Exhaust finisher,
stainless steel
MZ312176

Rear bar,
stainless steel
MZ312189

Pajero Pinin shown with
fixed towbar, exhaust 
finisher, spare wheel
cover with stainless steel
rim and Pajero Pinin
decal, spoiler, chromed
rear lamp grille, rear 
grip cover, mirror covers
and side inserts, mud-
guards and alloy wheels.



EXTERIOR 
STYLING

STREET-WISE AND COUNTRY-WILD…

Shopping’s a breeze with this flexible all-rounder. Easy to handle and highly manoeuvrable, the Pinin allows you
to effortlessly negotiate narrow streets and chaotic inner city squares. Its power-assisted steering makes for easy
parking and a compact turning radius to get you out of a tight spot quickly. Before long you’re heading out of the
city and the Pajero Pinin’s purring with pleasure. Soon the urban skyline vanishes from the rear-view mirror and
you’re sprinting down the open road.

Spare wheel cover, vinyl
MZ312179

Pajero Pinin shown with
rear bar, exhaust finisher,
rear bumper plate, spare
wheel cover hard/soft and
Pajero Pinin decal, spoiler,
chromed rear lamp grille,
rear grip cover, side 
bars, mudguards and 
alloy wheels.

Spare wheel cover,
stainless steel rim

MZ312182C

Spare wheel cover,
hard/soft

MZ312180C

"Pajero Pinin" name decal
MZ312201
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INTERIOR STYLING

Entry guards, stainless steel
Front set, 3-door, Pajero Pinin name MZ312511
Front set, 5-door, Pajero Pinin name MZ312512
Rear set, 5-door MZ312513

A TOUCH OF YOUR CREATIVITY… 

The Mitsubishi line of accessories allows unique flexibility when adding your personal style elements to the
Pajero Pinin. For example, for interior decoration panels you can choose between wood or 5 different coloured belt
lines. So when the kilometres flow easily under the wheels and you have a chance to glance around the Pajero
Pinin interior you can take some of the credit for what you see. Attributes that complement the design of the 
car - and are a compliment to your own taste.
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Interior decoration panels, wood look:
- centre panel MZ312239
- horizontal belt line (3 pcs), LHD MZ312242
- horizontal belt line (3 pcs), RHD MZ312243
- electr. window door elements, front (no ill.), LHD MZ312240 
- electr. window door elements, front (no ill.), RHD MZ312241 
- electr. window door elements, front & rear,

5-door (no ill.), LHD MZ312225
- electr. window door elements, front & rear,

5-door (no ill.), RHD MZ312226
- automatic transmission panel (no ill.), LHD MZ312244
- automatic transmission panel (no ill.), RHD MZ312245

Gear shift knob, leather/wood, m/t MZ312235
Transfer shift knob, leather/wood MZ312237

Note: The steering wheel is only
available as factory option.
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Horizontal belt line
Blue
M312242T03 LHD
M312243T03 RHD

Horizontal belt line
Green

M312242F99 LHD
M312243F99 RHD

Horizontal belt line
Silver
M312242H00 LHD
M312243H00 RHD

Horizontal belt line
Dark green
M312242G45 LHD
M312243G45 RHD

Horizontal belt line
Black

M312242A01 LHD
M312243A01 RHD

Steering wheel,
black/grey silver leather

MZ312234

Gear shift knob,
black/grey silver leather

MZ312236

Transfer knob, 
black/grey silver leather

MZ312238



WHAT DO YOU WANT TO HEAR AND WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO…

As always, Mitsubishi’s electronics have something special about them. Take the satellite navigation system, for
example. You give input where you want to go and it shows you how to get there. With clear multi-colour graphic
displays and no awkward map to unfold. Simple. Or turn on the stereo sound system to set the mood with your
favourite rock and roll, funky, good old blues or classics. In combination with a CD changer the CD’s can be
changed easily, of course. So you can keep your hands on the steering where they belong.

Pajero Pinin shown with
navigation system with 
compass display and 
silver leather shift knob.

PH-4500
Full colour arrow type navigation system, radio/cassette
player with RDS-EON tuner, CD-ROM player, CD changer
control, trip computer mode switch, telephone mute 
preparation and detachable front key panel, 4 x 30W.
MZ312721

Navigation installation kit
MZ312015

Digital road maps 
Benelux MZ312008
France MZ312006
Germany MZ312004
Great Britain MZ312005
Italy, Switzerland, Austria MZ312007
Spain, Portugal MZ312440
Sweden, Denmark MZ312003
European package MZ312638
(7 CD’s: B/NL/L, F, D, GB, I/CH/A, E/P, S/DK) 

IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT

Navigation control
1. Navi/menu switch
2. Joystick/ent multi controller
3. Six navigation operation switches

RDS (EON/PTY) tuner/cassette player/
CD changer control
1. Front panel sliding mode
2. Double anti-theft protection

Full colour displays
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Pajero Pinin shown with
blue horizontal belt 

line and PH-3850
radio/cd player with 

blue front panel.

4 CD storage compartment
MZ310909

4 cassette storage 
compartment

MZ310906

Front panels for PH-3850
Boom Box 
Carbon MZ312683
Sonic Silver MZ312684
Urban Grey MZ312685
Ballad Blue MZ312688
Classic Wood MZ312689
Opera Marble MZ312690
Jazz Black 
(standard) MZ312691
Protection case MZ312692

PH-3000
Radio/CD player with RDS-EON tuner, CD changer control,
trip computer mode switch, telephone mute preparation and
detachable front key-panel, 4 x 30W.
MZ312720

PH-3850
Radio/CD player with RDS-EON tuner, CD changer control,
trip computer mode switch, telephone mute preparation 
and detachable front panel, 4 x 40W. 
Standard equipped with Jazz Black front panel.
MZ312637

Monochrome display with CD player information

Monochrome display with driving related-
and audio information

Monochrome display with cassette player information

10 disc CD changer
MZ312569

PH-2000
Radio/cassette player with RDS-EON tuner, CD changer
control, trip computer mode switch, telephone mute 
preparation and detachable front key-panel, 4 x 30W.
MZ312719

IN-CAR 
ENTERTAINMENT
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COMFORT

COMFORT & LUXURY…

At Mitsubishi we believe comfort and safety go hand in hand. So the highly visible backlit instrument panel, 
the central eye-level located multi-function display screen, the fully adjustable comfortable seats and air-
conditioning are all designed to help keep you relaxed and alert. The tilt-adjustable steering wheel allows a 
perfect personal fit and reduces strain. For when it comes to comfort the Pajero Pinin leaves very little to chance. 

Textile mats "Elegance"
For RHD-models only
3-door, MZ312216
5-door, with rear heater
duct, MZ312222

Textile mats "Classic"
3-door, LHD 
MZ312207
3-door, with rear heater
duct, LHD 
MZ312209
5-door, with rear heater
duct, LHD 
MZ312213

Textile mats "Comfort"
3-door, LHD 
MZ312208

3-door, with rear heater
duct, LHD 

MZ312210
5-door, with rear heater

duct, LHD 
MZ312214

3-door, RHD 
MZ312215

5-door, with rear heater
duct, RHD 

MZ312221

Side window deflectors,
front doors

3-door MZ312183
5-door MZ312198

Air-conditioning 
(manual operation)
MZ340743 LHD
MZ340742 RHD

Keyless entry 
MZ312169

Rubber mats
Front set 

MZ312224
Rear set, 3-door

MZ312227
Rear set, 5-door

MZ312228

Pollen filter 
MZ360034 LHD 
MZ360035 RHD 



Seat storage bag
MZ312329
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Foldable armrest,
black fabric top
MZ312608

COMFORT

Tonneau cover 
3-door MZ312231

Tonneau cover
5-door MZ312232

Trunk tray
5-door MZ312450

Warning triangle
MZ312957

Separation rack, 
black steel 

Cannot be combined with
rear centre seatbelt.

5-door MZ312607

Child safety seat "Kid"
For children between 
3 to 12 years of age

MZ312808

First aid kit
MZ312958

Child safety seat "Lord" 
For children between 8
months and 4 years old
MZ312745

Child safety seat 
"Baby-safe"
For babies up to 15
months and 13 kgs
MZ312807

Safety kit
Consisting of first aid kit

and warning triangle
MZ312959

SAFETY &
PROTECTION



Mudguards
Front set MZ312199
Rear set, 3-door MZ312728
Rear set, 5-door MZ312574

Fog lamp grille, 
black ABS with 

Mitsubishi name
MZ581541

Fog lamp grille,
stainless steel
MZ312195

Fog lamp kit,
multi reflector type
MZ312168

SAFETY & PROTECTION

TO SEE AND BE SEEN…

When you’re rushing to close an important deal or manage a sneak weekend away from a busy schedule, you don’t
want to worry about the safety of your car. With the Pajero Pinin you don’t need to. The high-visibility body and
special fog lamps mean your moves are clear. All bodywork safety zones are designed to absorb impact from any
side. And of course, special child seats offer optimal protection under all conditions. So rest assured, we have
thought ahead. Leaving your mind free to focus on what is happening now. 
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SAFETY &
PROTECTION

Pajero Pinin shown with
fog lamps, front bumper
overrider and oval 
driving lamps.
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TRANSPORT &
LEISURE

Pajero Pinin shown with
towbar, spare wheel cover
with stainless steel rim,
chromed rear lamp grille,
side bar, chromed mirror
covers, mudguards and
alloy wheels.

POWERFUL PERFORMANCE…

The tough character of the Pajero Pinin gives you all the pulling power you need. More than enough for taking along
your jet-ski, caravan or horse-trailer wherever you go. To ensure optimal safety the Pajero Pinin has a specifically
developed trailer hitch system that attaches seamlessly to the chassis. And as an added bonus, its revolutionary
GDI direct injection petrol engine sets new standards for fuel economy and the reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions. Which gives you another sound reason for selecting the Pajero Pinin.
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TRANSPORT &
LEISURE

Load stops
Movable load stops to
match the roof carrier

exactly to the load you are
transporting. Use tie-down

straps to secure the load
in position.
MZ312469

Tie-down strap
MZ311382

Bike carrier, 
aluminium
With integrated lock.
All settings can be
adjusted at roof height.
MZ311988

Bike carrier,
black-coated steel

With integrated lock
MZ312791

Kayak- / surfboard carrier
Including two tie-down straps
MZ311380

Paddle- / mast holder
MZ311381

Ski- / snowboard carrier
With integrated lock.

For max. four pairs of skis or two snowboards
MZ311974

Ski carrier (no ill.)
Four holders for two pairs of skis

MZ535809

Roof carrier,
with integrated lock for

roof rail applications
MZ311901

Cargo room net
5-door MZ312254

Luggage carrier,
aluminium
Surrounded by a protective frame.
Dimensions: 104 x 132 cm.
MZ312468

Luggage carrier, 
black-coated steel

With adjustable ends 
to provide a flat 

surface for long loads.
Dimensions: 75 x 100 cm.

MZ535826



Exterior styling Page 4 - 11
Front guard ’Low’, resin MZ312173
Front bumper overrider MZ312188
Sporty grille MZ312175
Driving lamp set, oval MZ312165
Driving lamp set, round MZ312166
Driving lamp wiring kit (no ill.) MZ312167
Rear spoiler, sporty, 5-door MZ574185EX
Rear spoiler, sporty, 3-door MZ312172
Rear spoiler, elegant, 3-door MZ312200
Side inserts, chromed, 5-door MZ312575
Mirror cover set, chromed MZ312246
Side step set, stainless steel, 3-door MZ312741
Side step set, stainless steel, 5-door MZ312742
Side bar set, stainless steel, 3-door MZ312193
Side bar set, stainless steel, 5-door MZ312194
Alloy wheels, 6J x 16”:
- 5 split-spoke MZ312218
- 5 spoke MZ312160
- 5 spoke “Pininfarina” MZ312196
Wheel cover set, 16”, 5 spoke MZ312204
Lockable wheel nuts (4 pcs) MZ312695
Rear lamp grille, “paintable” MZ312177
Rear lamp grille, chromed MZ312178
Rear grip cover, chromed MZ312729
Rear bumper plate, stainless steel MZ312190
Exhaust finisher, stainless steel MZ312176
Rear bar, stainless steel MZ312189
Spare wheel covers:
- black vinyl (215/65R16) MZ312179
- stainless steel rim (215/65R16) MZ312182C
- hard/soft (215/65R16) MZ312180C
Name decal “Pajero Pinin” MZ312201

Interior styling Page 12 - 15
Entry guards:
- front set, Pajero Pinin name, 3-door MZ312511
- front set, Pajero Pinin name, 5-door MZ312512
- rear set, 5-door MZ312513
Interior decoration panels, wood look see page 12
Gear shift knob, leather/wood, m/t MZ312235
Transfer shift knob, leather/wood MZ312237
Coloured horizontal beltlines see page 14
Steering wheel, black & grey silver leather MZ312234
Gear shift knob, black & grey silver leather, m/t MZ312236
Transfer shift knob, black & grey silver leather MZ312238

In-car entertainment Page 16 - 19
Navigation system PH-4500 MZ312721
Navigation installation kit in 2nd DIN slot (no ill.) MZ312015
Digital road maps see page 17
PH-2000 radio/cassette player MZ312719
PH-3000 radio/cd player MZ312720
PH-3850 radio/cd player MZ312637
Front panels for PH-3850 see page 18
10 Disc CD changer MZ312569
Cassette storage compartment MZ310906
CD storage compartment MZ310909
Telephone mute cable (no ill.) MZ312259
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Comfort Page 20 - 22
Pollenfilter, LHD MZ360034
Pollenfilter, RHD MZ360035
Air-conditioning, LHD MZ340743
Air-conditioning, RHD MZ340742
Keyless entry MZ312169
Side window deflectors:
- front doors only, 3-door MZ312183
- front doors only, 5 door MZ312198
Textile mat sets see page 21
Rubber mat sets:
- front set MZ312224
- rear set, 3-door MZ312227
- rear set, 5-door MZ312228
Seat storage bag MZ312329
Arm rest MZ312608
Tonneau cover, 3-door MZ312231
Tonneau cover, 5-door MZ312232
Trunk tray, 5-door MZ312450

Safety & protection Page 23 - 25
Child safety seats:
- “Baby-safe”, < 15 months MZ312807
- “Lord”, 8 months - 4 years MZ312745
- “Kid”, 3 - 12 years MZ312808
First aid kit MZ312958
Warning triangle MZ312957
Safety kit MZ312959
Separation rack, 5-door MZ312607
Fog lamp set, multi reflector type MZ312168
Fog lamp grille, stainless steel MZ312195
Fog lamp grille, black MZ581541
Mudguards:
- front set MZ312199
- rear set, 3-door MZ312728
- rear set, 5-door MZ312574

Transport & leisure Page 26 - 30
Roof carrier, roof rail MZ311901
Luggage carrier, aluminium MZ312468
Luggage carrier, black-coated steel MZ535826
Cargo room net, 5-door MZ312254
Load stops (4 pcs) MZ312469
Tie-down strap (1 pce) MZ311382
Kayak/surfboard carrier MZ311380
Paddle/mast holder MZ311381
Ski/snowboard carrier MZ311974
Ski carrier (no ill.) MZ535809
Bike carrier, aluminium MZ311988
Bike carrier, black-coated steel MZ312791
Towbar, fixed MZ312451
Towbar, detachable MZ312373
Towbar wiring:
- 7-pin, LHD MZ312161
- 7-pin with C2 module, LHD MZ312581
- 7-pin with C2 module, RHD MZ312162
- 13-pin, LHD MZ312163
- 13-pin with C2 module, LHD MZ312164
- adapter socket from 13- to 7-pin MZ312649

Paint pencils (no ill.) ask your dealer

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate and up-to-date at the time of going to press. The right is
reserved to change specifications, partnumbers and features without prior notice. To avoid any misunderstandings your Mitsubishi Motors dealer
will advise of any alterations made since the date of issue of this brochure. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any
means, without the prior written permission of Mitsubishi Motors Europe B.V.. Some of the products or vehicles shown in the brochure may differ
from the models available in your market.
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Towbar,
fixed
MZ312451

Towbar,
detachable
MZ312373

Cover, detached towbar

Integrated locking 
mechanism

7- or 13-pin towbar wiring
kits are available.

Please see the quick 
reference list for details.
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